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YEP aims to regenerate the Water and Agrofood sectors and contribute 

to the continued availability of expertise for these sectors. YEP Water 

started in 2013 after which its success led to extending the programme  

to include YEP Agrofood in 2015. The Young Experts are employed 

through, inter alia, Dutch companies, NGOs, knowledge institutions 

or water boards in 68 eligible countries. The Young Expert position is 

financed by the Dutch ministry of Foreign Affairs and the sector  

organisations within a co-financing structure (50%-50%). YEP is 

carried as a Public Private Partnership between the Dutch Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, Netherlands Water Partnership (NWP) and Food and 

Knowledge Business Platform (F&KBP). 

providing the Young Experts different  

challenging team assignments throughout 

the year. The alumni network also contributes 

to build up a strong structure of motivated 

young experts and their will to contribute 

to international development. Overall the 

Young Experts are the next generation of 

Water and Agrofood experts. 

This publication will bring to you inspiring  

stories, demonstrating the effect YEP  

programmes is having on our Young Experts, 

their organisations and their working  

environment. Enjoy the YEP Effect! 
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Let us Introduce YEP to you

“The Next Generation” 

The Young Experts are offered the opportunity 

to gain experience in an intercultural  

environment and develop their personal 

goals for a period of either one or two years. 

At the same time they receive intensive  

coaching, attend training sessions and master 

classes in order to develop their skills and 

knowledge. Building up an international  

network, exchange, interdisciplinary and 

mutual learning among the Young Experts 

is strongly encouraged by the programme, 
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“I feel very proud when looking back at the  

three years of YEP and the ten groups of 

Young Experts we have led through the 

programmes. Over 200 Young Experts have 

taken great steps in their careers.  

Today 75 large organisations and 28 small and  

medium enterprises have partnered in the 

Young Expert Programmes. Without the trust 

of these partners we could not have achieved  

the successes we have achieved. Also the 

support of NWP, the Dutch Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs and F&BKP has been and  

continues to be crucial. YEP is always working 

on improving the quality of the training  

programme and coaching, in order to best 

prepare and guide the Young Experts in their 

international career. YEP is already expanded 

to the Agrofood sector, and we are currently 

looking for other possibilities to expand the 

Young Expert Programmes to other sectors”.

Programme Manager Marjon Reiziger

Proud of the Results

Our  Formula
“Take a look Behind the Scenes”

The YEP Programme Bureau is at the operational heart of the Young Expert Programmes 

and consists of a team of enthusiastic, hard-working and motivated professionals.  

The Programme Bureau has a total of 3,4 fte to run the programmes. A large part of the 

work by the Programme Bureau consists of matchmaking: finding the right high-potential 

Young Expert and matching them to the organisation offering the international position. 

To ensure that the position fits into the YEP vision, the proposals submitted by the  

applicant organisations are assessed by the Programme Bureau at the start of the  

recruitment process. We are continuously on the lookout for new great placement  

opportunities and organisations ready to offer those. 

We give high quality trainings and coaching for optimal preparation and guidance during the 

placement. The Young Experts together form a valuable expertise network, not only to the benefit 

of the Young Experts, but also to the organisations that have hired them. In order to keep this 

spirit alive, also after the programme has ended for the Young Expert, the Programme Bureau 

has created its YEP Global Alumni Network. To further continue the positive effects of YEP and 

to create a spill over to other sectors as well we are working on our “GO YEP” strategic vision. 
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Why Partner with YEP?
There are several advantages to work with Young Experts and the Programme Bureau. 

YEP offers the following to partners:

• Practical tips for optimising your project proposals

• Matching you to the best Young Expert for your organisation 

• Access to our pool of candidates

• Access to our international expertise network in the Water & Agrofood sectors

• Co-financing of a Young Expert placement for one or two years

• Simple administrative procedures

• Personal development of your Young Experts by experienced international professional  

coaches and trainers

• Access to a network of international operating organisations participating in Young Expert 

Programmes 

Invest (more) in the next generation!
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Inputs Activities Outputs Outcomes Impact

1 2 3 4 5

What goes in

Money (50-50)

Human Resources

Your Planned Work Your Intended Results

What you do

YEP placements

Trainings

Direct results

Products sold

Trainings given

Effects

on mid- and 

long term

Lasting changes 

that took place 

only because of 

your activities

5

YEP Water started in 2013 and YEP Agrofood followed in 2015. 

Three and a half years on the way, it is time to look at the  

achievements and future potential of YEP Programmes.

This publication is to show those involved in the Young Expert 

Programmes, and those who want to be involved, what has been 

and can potentially be achieved with the Programmes. The Impact 

Value Chain model is a tool which we have used to evaluate our 

programmes. The tool looks at what goes into the organisation 

(inputs), in what way this is then turned into action (activities), and 

how it leads to direct results (outputs), and onto the middle and 

long term effects (outcomes). The stories in this publication reflect 

this impact chain and give an insight on what effects YEP has had 

on the Young Experts and the partnering organisations. This gives 

a preview on the expected lasting changes in the future which will 

take place because of the Young Experts Programmes (impact).

The Effects of the Young Expert 
Programmes The use of Impact Value Chain
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nicaragua

colombia

peru

4

3

1

Young Experts
Eligible Countries

Africa

Algeria

Angola

Benin

Burkina Faso

Burundi

Cape Verde

Chad

Congo Democratic Republic   

Djibouti

Egypt

Eritrea

Ethiopia

Gambia

Ghana

Guinee

Ivory Coast

Kenya

Libya

Liberia

Madagascar

Malawi

Mali

Morocco

Mozambique

Niger

Nigeria

Rwanda

Sao Tomé

Senegal

Sierra Leone

Somalia

South Africa

South Sudan

Tanzania

Togo

Tunisia

Uganda

Zambia

Zimbabwe

 

Asia

Afghanistan

Bangladesh

Bhutan

Cambodia

India

Indonesia

Jordan

Laos

Lebanon

Mongolia

Myanmar

Nepal

Pakistan

Palestinian territories   

Philippines

Sri Lanka

Vietnam

Yemen

 

North America 

Guatemala

Haiti

Nicaragua

South America 

Bolivia

Colombia

Peru

Surinam

Europe

Armenia

Georgia

Kosovo

Moldavia
2013

17
YOUNG EXPERTS

2014

74
YOUNG EXPERTS

2015

125
YOUNG EXPERTS

2016

187
YOUNG EXPERTS
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algeria

mali

burkina fasso

ghana benin

ethiopia

kenya

tanzania

madagaskar

malawi

mozambique

south-africa

zambia

burundi

uganda

myanmar

pakistan

philippines

bangladesh

bosnia and herzegovina

palestinian territories

indonesia

vietnam

india

nepal

yemen

jordan

rwanda

1

1

2
1

2

4

5

10
9

2
1

8 6

5

12

5

4

18

1

1

5

16

11

2

11

17
2

2

1

1

4
4

4
1

2

1

2
1

8

1

1

52

5

11 Young Water Expert Young Agrofood Expert

LOCAL 68

DUTCH 59

LOCAL 107

DUTCH 106

LOCAL 36

DUTCH 50

LOCAL 8

DUTCH 13

LOCAL 10

DUTCH 13

LOCAL 60

DUTCH 46

LOCAL 26

DUTCH 37

2017
YOUNG EXPERTS

127 MALE

2017
YOUNG EXPERTS

86 FEMALE

2017
AGROFOOD

21 MALE

2017
AGROFOOD

23 FEMALE

2017
WATER

106 MALE

2017
WATER

63 FEMALE

2017
YOUNG EXPERTS

213 TOTAL

JANUARY JANUARY JANUARY JANUARY JANUARY JANUARY JANUARY
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1st Young Expert
Selemawit Zewdu Yetemegn was one of the first  

Young Experts who got the possibility to work in an  

international environment in the Water sector.  

She worked as a Young Expert for the Rain Foundation  

in Ethiopia and she is currently employed at the Dutch 

embassy in Addis Ababa where she focuses on water  

and climate change.

Selemawit Zewdu Yetemegn

“YEP was key for my personal development, because of 

the trainings, the coaching and the contact with the other 

Young Experts. My YEP-experience helped me sharpen my 

strengths, which will be my focus for my career. During the  

finalisation of my YEP time, my coach encouraged me to 

make an extra step in my career”. Selemawit could have 

stayed at the Rain Foundation, however at the same time the 

possibility was created for her to start at the Dutch embassy. 

“This change was interesting, because now I can develop 

myself even more and the topics I work on are broader.  

I look back on YEP with a big smile. Partly because of YEP  

I am where I am right now”. 
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Berry van den Pol is the 200th Young Expert in our 10th batch, and is employed 

by Practica Foundation. He will start with the training programme in January 2017 

and subsequently work in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, on the Sahel Irrigation 

Initiative which is a World Bank project in six Western African countries. “I want 

to get a better understanding of the implementation and the political process 

of these projects. A long-term stay will improve my feeling for solutions that 

are realistic and effective in the local context. I prefer to think from a farmer’s 

or farming systems’ perspective rather than pushing for specific technologies or 

models. I’ve now worked three and a half years for Practica in the Netherlands, 

and I already met five other Young Experts. They were all so enthusiastic.  

The YEP network and training programme can help me to take the next step into 

my international career”. 

Since the start of the programmes many 

Young Experts have been employed in the 

Water and Agrofood sectors. Now we have 

reached more than 200 experts who are 

part of the YEP Global Network! 

200th Young Expert Berry van den Pol
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YEP Academy Learning and Personal Development

Master Classes

The Young Experts follow several master 

classes during their extended training  

programme. Examples of these master classes 

are Intercultural Facilitation and Conflict 

Management; International Cooperation and 

Policy, Water & Agrofood; and Effective Cross 

Cultural Cooperation: how to deal with po-

wer, gender and communication differences. 

Important building blocks of the Young Expert Programmes are learning and personal development besides training 

and coaching. The Young Experts have access to several master classes. During the programme they work on  

assignments like the Trends Analysis and Business Case Development. By sharing innovative solutions on the online 

project management tool Basecamp and the online YEP Development Centre the Young Experts are able to learn from 

each other and to co-create new sustainable business opportunities.

Trends Assignment

Wottazela: “The Voice of Water”

The Wottazela approach was presented  

during the YEP trends presentation of  

February 2015. It was identified as an  

innovative trend within the Water sector 

with a lot of potential around the world. 

Currently possibilities are being explored to 

scale-up this approach to Bangladesh, Ghana 

and Kenya by making use of the YEP Global 

Network. 

Young Experts and Trac FM developed  

Wottazela to conduct surveys through radio  

and SMS about water related issues in 

Northern Uganda. Wottazela literally means 

“The voice of water” as the word is a fusion of 

the words water and vuvuzela.  

With Wottazela poll questions can be broad-

casted on local radio stations to which  

people can reply by sending text messages 

with their mobile phones. Interactive radio 

shows can be organised on prime time to 

elaborate on the given answers and to give 

exposure to the responsible organisations of 

the development and maintenance of water 

and sanitation facilities. During these radio 

shows listeners are able to call in live to ask 

more in depth questions. More information 

can be found on the website of Trac FM: 

www.tracfm.org

Created by Young Experts Anne Namakula and  

Paul van Essen (batch 2) at Vitens Evides  

International in Uganda

Online Learning

During their placement, it is mandatory for 

the Young Experts to join at least two online 

master classes. They can choose between 

Change Management; Strategic Leadership; 

Stakeholder Analysis; and Water or Food 

Security. Many of these master classes are 

given by senior experts of the business  

partners of YEP Programmes or provided for 

by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Theme 1 Efficient water management, in particular in the agricultural sector

Theme 2 Improved river basin management and safe estuaries

Theme 3 Access to safe drinking water and sanitation

Theme 4 Eradicating of existing hunger and malnutrition

Theme 5 Promotion of exclusive and sustainable growth in the agricultural sector

Theme 6 Creating of ecologically sustainable food systems

Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Batch 4 Batch 5

Batch 6 Batch 7 Batch 8 Batch 9 Batch 10
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Learning and Personal Development

Business Case

Dolly Ratsimba, local Young Expert for  

Practica Foundation, proposed a business 

case for improvements to the sanitation and 

desludging system in Madagascar.  

During his YEP-experience he got inspired 

by the trainings he participated in. Now he 

manages his own desludging business called 

“Impact” in Toamasina, and constructed  

90 latrines. He has 15 employees working  

for him.

Themes per batch The deployment of Young Experts is related to one or more of the themes of the Dutch development  

cooperation policy. These infographics give an overview of the themes the Young Experts worked on per batch.

Theme 1 Efficient water management, in particular in the agricultural sector

Theme 2 Improved river basin management and safe estuaries

Theme 3 Access to safe drinking water and sanitation

Theme 4 Eradicating of existing hunger and malnutrition

Theme 5 Promotion of exclusive and sustainable growth in the agricultural sector

Theme 6 Creating of ecologically sustainable food systems

Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Batch 4 Batch 5

Batch 6 Batch 7 Batch 8 Batch 9 Batch 10
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Worldwide more and more people are  

threatened by floods, drought and water 

pollution.  

Nearly one-ninth of the world’s population  

suffers from chronic hunger, while the 

world’s population is projected to grow from 

7.5 billion today to 9.7 billion in 2050. As a  

result the demands on land, water and  

climate, as well as the supply of affordable 

and good quality food, are growing  

significantly.  

The Netherlands has a renowned international 

reputation in management and innovations 

in Water and Agrofood sectors, and  

acknowledges it has a responsibility in  

transferring knowledge and skills to low and 

middle income countries in view of sustainable 

growth and development. The Young Expert 

Programmes contributes in its own unique 

way, in facing these challenges by offering 

young Dutch and local professionals the  

opportunity to gain experience internationally 

on Water and Agrofood related projects in 

order to reach a significant socio-economic 

impact.

The Water and Agrofood Sectors

New global challenges arising require an international  
collaboration. By engaging and guiding Young Experts  
from all over the world the Young Expert Programmes  
contributes to a more resilient climate and to improved  
water security and food security. 
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“During my work we constructed and  

rehabilitated a number of toilets, but I am 

also proud of the development of a business 

case and feasibility study for the  

implementation of the PeePoo bag in the  

Philippines. This is a biodegradable, self- 

sanitising bag which can be used when there 

are no toilets. In many slums it is not possible 

to build new toilets because the shacks are 

too close to each other.  

The local community is very interested in this 

bag, because it does not require much space 

and behavioural change. I want to further 

develop the business case of the PeePoo bag 

and try to get funding for this. It is developed 

Toilets in the Slums Arie van Amerongen 

together with the Local Young Expert and 

The Philippines and The Netherlands Red 

Cross, who developed a keen interest”.  

The Netherlands Red Cross is satisfied with 

Arie’s contribution to the project and offered 

him an extension of his contract.

“YEP gave me the opportunity to develop 

myself with regards to professional and  

communication skills. Especially my  

communication skills have been a main focus 

point of my personal development.  

The coach and the training sessions helped 

me improve my skills herein. I got many  

reactions from different people that I improved 

greatly in my communication capabilities”. 

During the YEP-experience every Young  

Expert has a mentor in the organisation as 

well as a coach provided by the YEP  

Programme Bureau, who help with their 

personal development. Together with  

the coach, the Young Expert develops his/her 

own learning goals. The coach is independent 

Arie van Amerongen, alumnus Dutch Young Expert at the Netherlands 

Red Cross, worked on improving access to safe water and sanitation  

in urban slums in The Philippines. “The Dutch famous radio station  

3FM supported this project through a yearly fund raising initiative  

called Serious Request (2013) with the aim to reduce child mortality 

due to diarrhea.” Over 5000 students now benefit from improved  

toilets, and they are currently working on improving the access to  

water and sanitation at another school and community as well.

which enables the Young Expert to discuss 

everything freely. The YEP Programme 

Bureau is constantly improving the training 

sessions based on feedback of the Young  

Experts. The programme for the training is 

also adapted to new tools and methodologies.
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Participating Partners
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Partners Talking
Witteveen + Bos

Arjen van Nieuwenhuijzen

Witteveen+Bos is a consultancy and  

engineering company with many Young  

Experts in Africa and Asia. “YEP is innovative 

and effective as young talents get many 

opportunities to develop themselves.  

The combination of Water and Agrofood 

as well as Dutch and local Young Experts 

together are very important to us”.  

Witteveen+Bos sees many possibilities 

with YEP, and stresses the added value of 

starting a new Young Expert Programme 

regarding the circular economy. 

Witteveen+Bos have been observing a very  

positive, energetic and constructive working 

attitude from the Young Experts, which they 

attribute to the programmes. Their Young  

Experts are active in Ghana and Indonesia. 

“In Ghana we see that young and experienced 

people work together successfully and give 

each other energy which is of added value 

to the customer. Globally we are constantly 

looking for new opportunities with YEP.  

The combination of Water and Agrofood  

offers this and we will send another Young 

Expert to Indonesia with batch 10 who will 

work on both topics focusing on water, 

energy and resource solutions for palm oil 

production facilities. We are proud of the 

international networks of the Young Experts 

which also open new opportunities to us. 

This is the base to cooperate and to start  

new projects together. YEP is of added value 

to water and sanitation in developmental 

countries which fits our ambitions to work on 

the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)”. 

Vitens Evides  
International

An Carbonez

Vitens Evides International (VEI) has been 

an active partner since the start of YEP 

Water in 2013. Up till now 19 Young Experts 

have worked for VEI in various countries in 

Africa and Asia. VEI also contributes  

actively to the YEP Programmes with  

dedicated mentors and by providing 

several master classes to all Young Experts. 

VEI gives the Young Experts the possibility 

to gain experience in working abroad and 

share their knowledge with those who need 

it the most. 

Six Dutch water operators (Vitens, Evides 

Waterbedrijf, WML, Watercompany Groningen, 

PWN and Brabant Water) participate in VEI 

as a non-profit vehicle for achieving their 

shared objective.  

VEI focuses on providing support for drinking 

water utilities in Africa, Asia and South  

America which face challenges like an  

increasing water demand, water quality  

problems, water shortages and climate  

change. VEI works together with these 

utilities to expand their capabilities and help 

them professionalise their operations by  

actively sharing long-standing Dutch expertise 

and experience. Through the Young Expert 

Programmes VEI gives young potentials the 

possibility to gain experience in working 

abroad and learn to exchange their  

knowledge with and within the partner water 

companies abroad. “The impact of Young 

Experts on VEI is positive and crucial. Young 

talents bring along fresh and out of the box 

ideas and help with the mission of VEI to 

contribute to the achievement of universal 

safe and affordable drinking water for all, one 

of the Sustainable Development Goals of the 

United Nations.”

VSD A ’ campo

Norbert van der Straaten

Together with the Young Experts, VDS 

A‘Campo works on the development goals 

for a better world. “For a small and medium 

enterprise the collaboration with YEP is 

ideal. The power of YEP lies in the joint 

placement of both Dutch and Local Young 

Experts. They enrich each other’s expertise 

and skill sets which makes the Young Expert  

Programmes innovative.” 

 “VDS A‘Campo likes to work with young 

pioneers. We need the knowledge and skills 

of these young people. The Young Experts 

are independent, have good communication 

skills and already experts. The Young Experts 

can develop themselves through coaching, 

training and guidance, while the managers 

and employees of local partners can place 

themselves within the Dutch enterprise.  

The Young Experts are responsible for their 

own project, and at the same time they help 

with business development.  

The Young Expert Programmes is much fun 

too. Holland Greentech is expanding in the 

East of Africa and the Young Experts play 

an important part in this. We would like to 

scale up our cooperation with YEP for our 

intended expansion to Tanzania, Zambia and 

Zimbabwe”. 
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Young Experts and their Environment

These pictures give an impression of the 

daily tasks and activities of the Young 

Experts during their work and private lives. 

Their experiences are captured in these 

collages. 
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Young Experts in Myanmar

2014

1

2015

4

2016

12

2017

16

Ripple Effect
Tanya Huizer, a Dutch Young Expert at Arcadis, had the assignment to integrate the ‘Dutch Approach’  

in Water Management in Myanmar during her first YEP Year. The main focus was to develop a network and to  

build relationships with different stakeholders. It became her personal mission to promote the expertise  

and experiences of the Dutch Water sector. She is glad that Dutch companies, NGOs, water boards and  

knowledge institutes see potential in Myanmar.

Tanya Huizer

Good Example

The Dutch Embassy in Myanmar sets a very good 

example of networking with the Young Experts:  

they organise meetings for all Young Experts  

and their coordinators. Purpose of these  

meetings is getting to know all the  

Young Experts in their country,  

their organisations, their  

projects, to discuss how the  

Dutch Embassy can work  

with them and to build a  

common network.

Today there are 16 Young Experts in Myanmar. Tanya was the first 

Young Expert to be based in Myanmar. She has been an ambassador 

to YEP and has successfully been promoting the programmes.  

Its effect on the number of Young Experts now active in Myanmar is 

evident. After having promoted the Young Expert Programmes with 

MDF and Heineken at one of the get-togethers of the local Dutch 

Community, both companies did not hesitate to take Young Experts 

on their team. Two new Young Experts will join Arcadis in Myanmar 

soon, and the company is also looking at other possibilities for placing 

Young Experts in other countries in Asia. 

“I think that the Dutch Embassy can play a key role in getting more 

organisations interested in YEP. They can spread the word and  

convince other parties to join the programmes. I am proud that it has 

been possible to build a good relationship with different local minis-

tries and organisations within a year. It is crucial for a project to have 

a trustworthy relationship with national partners in order to make it  

a success. ‘Working together’ is key. I enjoyed working with the  

different departments and I think they also enjoyed it. The work I did 

in my first YEP year really paid off and supported me in my second 

year of YEP. It helped me develop myself and especially the personal 

coaching I found very valuable. It is an eye-opener for me to discover  

how the international working environment works, and YEP has 

provided the opportunity. The network, of other Young Experts, is 

very important to me. The Young Experts in Myanmar stay in touch via 

WhatsApp and meet each other frequently. Together we develop ideas 

helping us in our work”. 



Jan Huskens is a Dutch Young Expert in Mozambique. He set-up a 

laboratory for DADTCO – a cassava processing company - together 

with his local colleagues. They improved the facilities and documention 

of the results in order to make it possible to safeguard and share the 

information. 

 “I got in touch with a friend from my Rugby Club in Wageningen, the 

Netherlands, who was also in Mozambique for his internship at  

FutureWater.  

Surprising Side Effect
Jan Huskens

Because of Jan’s intervention, FutureWater was informed about YEP and in batch 10  

a new Young Expert will start her YEP career at FutureWater! 

FutureWater works with drones to monitor crop development from 

above. He suggested that it might be interesting for DADTCO to use 

drones to inspect cassava fields. We both informed our bosses about 

this possibility and they decided to do a test together. 

I also suggested my friend to have a look at YEP, because I thought 

he would be a good candidate. He decided to do something else, but 

mentioned the programme to his company. Now FutureWater applied 

for a Young Expert in batch 10”.

18
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Future Career

These infographics show where the Young Experts started their careers and 

where they are currently working after their YEP experience. 
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Tabitha Gerrets joined YEP Water in 2014 as part of batch 3.

For two years, she worked for Aqua for All in Kenya. After her 

YEP assignment she wanted to stay in Kenya and found a new job 

through the YEP Global Network. She is currently working as  

Programme Manager East Africa for Akvo, based in Nairobi. 

In 2014 Aqua for All joined the Young Expert 

Programmes and seconded their employee 

Tabitha Gerrets to their local partner,  

Millennium Water Alliance, in Kenya.  

She helped develop a $35 million WASH  

(water, sanitation and hygiene) programme 

in Kenya’s arid lands. As private sector  

engagement and development was one of 

Aqua for All’s key contributions to the  

programme, she developed various value 

propositions for local and international  

private sector leading to seven potential 

pilots.  

“Before joining YEP, I had been working in 

the Dutch water sector for over two years 

and already had quite a large network in the 

Netherlands. Thanks to the Young Expert 

Programme this network has now expanded 

to Kenya and other East African countries, 

both socially and professionally. When my 

YEP contract with Aqua for All was coming to 

Life after YEP
Tabitha Gerrets

an end, I started actively looking for another 

job in Kenya as I wanted to gain some more 

international work experience. Both Aqua 

for All and the YEP Programme Bureau were 

very helpful in this search. The Akvo Kenya 

Hub had a great position open as Programme 

Manager East Africa, for which I got selected.  

As Akvo and Aqua for All are strategic  

partners, the transition went pretty smooth.  

I already knew quite some people at Akvo 

and the partners they work with. It felt 

like coming home. Looking back, I am truly 

grateful to YEP for this entire experience 

and would highly recommend it to anyone. 

It catalyzed both my personal and profes-

sional growth and I really hope many more 

will get this opportunity. This is not only a 

great investment in young experts’ personal 

careers and development, but in the Water 

and Agrofood sectors as a whole”. 

Alumni total  63

Male  40

Female  23

Alumni total  63

Alumni stayed in YEP position  23

Own company or consultant  8

Ministry  3

Ambassy  1

In between jobs  1

Switched between Yep partners  8

Other organisations  18

Unknown  1

Left the sector  3

Manager Functions  10

Dutch Alumni total  31

Works in NL  13

Focus NL  3

Focus International  10

Works abroad  18

Alumni facts until September 2016
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YEP Global Network
The YEP Global Alumni Network and Activities

A few participants of the YEP Weekend in Uganda (November 2015)

The YEP Global Alumni Network started in 2015, when the first 

Young Experts finished their YEP contracts. The Global Alumni 

Network is very active, not only in the Netherlands, but also abroad 

stimulated by several activities and intervision weekends. 

The first YEP alumni event in the Netherlands 

was organised May 2016 at Acacia Water in 

Gouda and in November 2016 a second one 

was held at Witteveen+Bos in Deventer.  

For us this confirmed that partners are also 

ready to support and invest in the alumni 

events, which is great and highly encouraged! 

Both events were inspiring afternoons, with 

introductions from the host organisations.  

their experiences and to exchange their ideas 

for the YEP assignments. This way the Young 

Experts are also encouraged to learn from 

each other. YEP intervision weekends have 

already been hosted in up to ten countries. 

During these weekends a project of one of 

the Young Experts is visited and trends and 

business cases are being discussed.  

These events are also attended by alumni 

Young Experts.

In 2017 new, and daresay, more interesting 

alumni events are foreseen. Young Experts 

and their organisations are welcome to 

contact the YEP Programme Bureau in The 

Hague when they are interested to organise 

a new event. Together, we will keep the YEP 

Global Network active!

The alumni followed master classes and  

discussed the effects and impact of YEP on 

their personal and professional lives. At the 

end of the alumni events there was time for 

drinks and networking. 

YEP activities are also being organised in 

the different countries or regions where the 

Young Experts are working. They sometimes 

meet up for an afternoon or evening to share 
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YEP Consultancy

Batch 5 of the Young Expert Programmes 

(April 2015 – April 2017) came up with the 

initial idea for a YEP Consultancy group  

during the presentation of their trends  

analysis (April 2016). At this moment about  

10 alumni of the Young Expert Programmes 

have started their own consultancy or are 

interested to work as a consultant. It is an 

opportunity to bring together interested 

and committed alumni of the Young Expert 

Programmes to start up YEP Consultancy. 

The possibility for a YEP Consultancy initiative by alumni of the Young Expert Programmes is now being 

explored! YEP Consultancy can offer a lot: innovative thinkers, an eager new generation, trained  

professionals, a worldwide network, flexible workforce and local worldwide presence. 

The idea is to set up a portal of interested 

consultants within the YEP Global Network. 

Tapping into a large worldwide pool of 

experiences and expertise from different 

countries in Africa, Asia and South America  

will come together. Providing advisory 

services is expected to be of great interest to 

companies or NGOs implementing projects 

in the Water and Agrofood sectors.  

YEP Consultancy, according to the Young  

Experts who presented the case, can provide 

the following services to interested clients: 

feasibility studies, literature studies,  

interviews, information validation, and  

baseline studies as well as the ability to  

promote and form new partnerships  

worldwide. By ensuring that the consultants 

continue to follow trainings, masterclasses 

and intervision sessions, quality is to be 

assured. More information can be asked by 

sending an email to Eelco van der Pal:  

eelcovanderpal@live.nl
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GO YEP

In this publication you have read inspiring 

stories showing the effect the Young Experts 

Programmes has on our Young Experts and 

the companies who hire them. We are now 

ready for an ambitious next step! YEP is  

reaching out to even more high potential 

Let the Ripple Effect continue!

Exploring Possibilities for the Upscaling of YEP
It is important to think about the future of the Young Expert Programmes. In 2013 YEP Programmes 

started with YEP Water and in 2015 YEP Agrofood was added to our portfolio. Both programmes 

turned out to be very effective and successful. Therefore, the “GO YEP” strategic vision is currently 

being developed to include other sectors as well. 

young professionals worldwide not just 

within the Water and Agrofood sectors. 

The GO YEP vision is being developed and 

shared for feedback and input with several 

stakeholders. If you want to contribute and 

give us your ideas on how we can upscale the 

success story called YEP, please contact us at 

the YEP Programme Bureau:

m.reiziger@nwp.nl
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